
EA-12-049 ADDITIONAL MITIGATION FOR 
BEYOND-DESIGN–BASIS EXERNAL EVENT 

 
Pilgrim Watch’s take July 12, 2014 

 

OUTHAUL & MOORING SYSTEM (PROJECT NARRATIVE –BEALS + Thomas) 

Proposed system within intake embayment will have deployment of floating strainers and semi-
rigid suction pipe in Cape Cod Bay to provide cooling water as a redundant backup option in 
emergency requires significant heat sink. 

 

1. Two moorings installed 

2. Float and snatch block (pulley) anchored to each mooring-line connected to the chore via 

the outhaul system (pulley system across the intake like use to bring dingy ashore from 

mooring) - Manually operated 

Accident situation 

3. Two floating strainers attached to a semi-rigid suction pipe (flexible hose like a fire hose- 

are strainers permanently attached to hose? If not another manual step) will be pulled out 



by pulley system and anchored to the mooring- manual to bring hose to site and then pull 

out to mooring 

4. Other end pipe (suction pipe) will be connected to the pump deployed by a truck (on 

existing access road to barge landing area-alongside intake-and feed into a 6” stainless 

steel buried pipe providing cooling water to reactor 

What can go wrong? 

5. Pump-need structure permanently on shore to house pump(s) 

• Access Road for truck hauling the pump may be underwater or not passable.  
• State Senator Dan Wolf described the truck and pump storage shed 

(http://vimeo.com/99679333 at 1:13 on video as a shed with a pull up garage like door 
hopefully debris removed so can be opened- and inside an old Kamoda tractor-with 
attached flat bed, like use to bring trash to the dump with a Honda generator started with 
a pull cord-the key to the tractor is in the Control Room). If this is what is being used, it 
is not encouraging. Trailer wheels are less robust, for example. 

6. Pulley System is key- if fails – sea end drops and either pulls up mud or squirts around  
like a garden hose – manual  

7. No mention whether there are one or two flex hoses? If hose ruptures out of luck-need 
back-up - if have 2 hoses need 2 pumps otherwise broken hose will pull air and disenable pump. 

8. Where does steel buried pipe go- how is water delivered to reactor where needed?  No 
mention 

9.  No faith that truck with pump will get to where needed and no faith workers can perform 
all the manual tasks in a storm or other natural disaster or in high radiation field. Need a 
permanent structure with pump and piping- this looks like a boy scout camp project  done on the 
cheap. 

 

  


